
Our growing company is looking for a product application engineer. Please review
the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will
consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have
sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for product application engineer

Release drawings / math data to the customer that meets the individual
customer’s standards
Make recommendations for improvement to the program team and the
customer to continuously drive towards lower cost and increased quality
within the required timing
Interface with other Development groups (Components, Materials, Process
and Systems) to ensure the provision of the technologies required to support
the program
Lead technical contact for assigned programs
Participate in cross functional teams to asses and or respond to new industry
developments, competitive offerings, new chemical treatment technology,
water treatment equipment and monitoring tools that relate to cooling water
Oversee the transition from design into production, including any necessary
testing and training required for implementing new or changed designs
Evaluate material selection, cost analysis, and vendors as required to
implement new designs
Conduct and/or review the testing of new designs, interpreting test data and
recommending necessary corrective action based on test data
Work with current distributors and prospective customers to establish needs,
specifications and possible product modifications for future sales, primarily
through telephone contact

Example of Product Application Engineer Job
Description
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Qualifications for product application engineer

Accountable for personal contributions to team results and pending customer
issues
Maintains technical expertise in all areas of infusion products and related
technologies such as networks, firewalls, DNS and DHCP
Work to understand complex situations by pay attention to details
Ability to follow instructions with pinpoint accuracy and be a team member
Minimum of 3 years’ experience in an IT-related field
Understanding of TCP/IP Networks and Wireless
Networks/Security/Controllers/Access points


